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Revision history 
Updated October 2023. 

C7.1 Overview 
Duplicate records are two or more bibliographic records describing the same bibliographic item. Section 
C7.2 below describes various categories of duplicate records and identifies those that are permissible. 

http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegDuplicateSPACErecords&hash=DuplicateSPACErecords&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC7PERIOD2&hash=C7PERIOD2&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
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When duplicate records of a type not permitted are discovered, CONSER members should select one 
record to retain and report the duplicate record(s) to be deleted. This section gives instructions on 
selecting records to retain, describes the steps for reporting duplicate records, and describes deleting 
records in LC's system. For related information on duplicates, see also Section C7, C8, and E. 

C7.2 Categories of Duplicates 

C7.2.1 Latest entry records  
If the only serial record for a publication is latest entry cataloging, then you may create successive entry 
cataloging records. This is a category of permissible duplicate.  
Do not report a latest entry record that duplicates, in whole or in part, one or more successive entry 
records.  

C7.2.2 LAC French cataloging 
Do not report a record cataloged in French by LAC that duplicates an English language record for the 
same title.  This is a category of permissible duplicate.  

C7.2.3 Serials cataloged in different MARC formats 
With the completion of format integration in the 1990s, all non-print serials should be cataloged using 
the appropriate format (i.e., leader and 008, such as sound recording, computer file, etc.).  OCLC 
converted most of the CONSER records to the appropriate format and merged data from non-CONSER 
records.  However, some duplicates may remain and should be reported to OCLC.  OCLC will change the 
leader (and 008) for the CONSER record and will delete the non-CONSER record.  Data, such as field 007, 
that appears in the non-CONSER record and is to be transferred to the CONSER record should be 
indicated when reporting the duplicate to OCLC.  See also instructions in Leader/06 and Fixed Fields--
General Information.  

C7.2.4 Serials issued in cumulations or in parts or with supplements 
LC-PCC Policy Statement 0.0, “Serial Supplements to Other Serials,” “Serial Cumulations," and “Serials 
Issued in Parts” provide guidelines for inputting separate records or for noting them on one 
record.  CONSER members should follow these guidelines for authenticating separate records for a serial 
with different frequencies, for authenticating multiple records for a serial issued in parts and for 
authenticating separate records for supplements to serials.  

If duplicate records of these types have been authenticated, consult with the authenticating 
participant(s) for resolution.  For splitting into separate records entries that have been previously 
covered by one record, see C8. Record Consolidation/Separation. Certain categories of duplicate records 
are permitted by CONSER and OCLC.  

http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC7&hash=C7&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC8&hash=C8&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegLeader&hash=Leader&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg008SLASH00DASH05SPACEdateSPACEentered&hash=008SLASH00DASH05SPACEdateSPACEentered&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegLeader&hash=Leader&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg008SLASH00DASH05SPACEdateSPACEentered&hash=008SLASH00DASH05SPACEdateSPACEentered&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg007hSPACEmicroform&hash=007hSPACEmicroform&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegLeaderSLASH06&hash=LeaderSLASH06&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegFixedSPACELengthSPACEFieldsSPACEDASHSPACEGeneralSPACEInformation&hash=FixedSPACELengthSPACEFieldsSPACEDASHSPACEGeneralSPACEInformation&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegFixedSPACELengthSPACEFieldsSPACEDASHSPACEGeneralSPACEInformation&hash=FixedSPACELengthSPACEFieldsSPACEDASHSPACEGeneralSPACEInformation&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegDuplicateSPACErecords&hash=DuplicateSPACErecords&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC8&hash=C8&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
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C7.2.5 Monograph, serial, or integrating resources 
Guidelines are provided in LC-PCC Policy Statement 0.0 for treatment of a publication as a serial, a 
monograph, or integrating resource. CONSER members should follow these guidelines when 
authenticating serial or integrating resource records.  OCLC allows serial publications to be cataloged as 
serials or analyzed and represented by monograph records representing volumes, issues, or parts even 
when the parts are not uniquely titled.  Refer to OCLC's Bibliographic Formats and Standards 
(http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/default.shtm) for guidelines. 

If LC monographic cataloging duplicates authenticated serial cataloging, report the duplication to LC by 
contacting the Policy, Training, and Cooperative Program Division by email (policy@loc.gov) for 
resolution.  If it isa duplicate, LC will handle the deletion of the duplicate record via the MARC 
Distribution Service (MDS).  Deleted MDS monograph records remain in OCLC with the encoding level "J" 
(OCLC defined) and may continue to be used to update holdings. If a CONSER cataloger discovers one or 
more LC monographic records for a title she/he has determined to be a serial, a serial record is 
authenticated in OCLC and the monographic records are reported to LC.  Report to OCLC as outlined in 
C7.4.2 below.  

If the duplication is between an unauthenticated serial record and a monograph and is not a duplication 
that OCLC guidelines allow (see above), report to OCLC as outlined in C7.4.2. below.  

C7.2.6 LAC microform cataloging 
Do not report a microreproduction record cataloged by LAC (description based on the 
microreproduction) which duplicates another microreproduction record cataloged according to LC 
microreproduction cataloging policy (description based on the original publication).  

C7.2.7 Parallel records for language of cataloging 
This is a category of permissible duplicate. When searching Connexion or WorldShare Collection 
Manager, if the matching record is cataloged in a language other than that used by the inputting library, 
the library may enter a parallel record in its language of descriptive cataloging. The only allowable 
parallel language records in the CONSER file are the LAC French/English records.  Only one record per 
language of descriptive cataloging will be allowed as permissible duplicate for each title. See OCLC 
Technical Bulletin 250 for more information on the parallel records 
(http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/worldcat/tb/250/). 

The language code for language of descriptive cataloging must be placed in the MARC field 040 subfield 
$b.  

Example 1 

040 ##   $a MUQ $b fre $e rda $c MUQ  
[The record is cataloged by an institution that inputs in French] 

http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=lcri1PERIOD0&hash=1PERIOD0&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/default.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/default.shtm
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/default.shtm
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC7PERIOD4PERIOD2&hash=C7PERIOD4PERIOD2&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegC7PERIOD4PERIOD2&hash=C7PERIOD4PERIOD2&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/worldcat/tb/250/
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg040&hash=040&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
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040 ##   $a MUL $b spa $e rda $c MUL
[The record is cataloged by an institution that inputs in Spanish] 

See MARC Code List for Languages for a list of these codes.  If this subfield $b is not present in a 
bibliographic record in Connexion or WorldShare Collection Manager, the language of descriptive 
cataloging is assumed to be English. CONSER catalogers must add the 040 $b eng when authenticating 
or maintaining records.  

The language of descriptive cataloging (field 040 subfield $b) is not to be confused with the language of 
the item, which is recorded in the fixed-field element Lang (Language Code) of the record.  

Example 2 

040 ## $aDLC $b eng $e rda $c DLC 
041 ##  $a fre

C7.3 Selecting the record to retain 
Apply the following criteria to select the record to retain. 

Select the record with the highest level of authentication: 

1) pcc $a nsdp or nlc $a isds/c
2) pcc or nlc
3) pcc
4) nsdp or isds/c
5) msc or nst
6) lccopycat

If no records are authenticated, select the record that: most closely adheres to RDA choice and form of 
entry, or the record with the most information. If there is more than one record in the same category or 
subcategory, select the record input first.   

C7.4. Reporting duplicate records 
If the duplicate record (not to be retained) is an authenticated record, libraries should consult and come 
to an agreement about whether the record should be deleted. CONSER catalogers can optionally delete 
records from the CONSER database without having to notify the authenticating library if the records 
were input erroneously. After the record is deauthenticated, report it to OCLC for record deletion and 
merging of holdings.  

[The record is cataloged by an institution that inputs in English. The resource is in French] 

http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg040&hash=040&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg040SPACEDOLLARb&hash=040SPACEDOLLARb&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg040SPACEDOLLARb&hash=040SPACEDOLLARb&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg008SLASH35DASH37SPACElanguage&hash=008SLASH35DASH37SPACElanguage&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegAuthentication&hash=Authentication&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
http://desktop.loc.gov/saved-internal/Aacr2
http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=CegDuplicateSPACErecords&hash=DuplicateSPACErecords&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
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C7.4.1 Reporting duplicates to LC 
LC receives reports for duplicate records that are authenticated and which show LC holdings, including 
those for Canadian imprints, with LC holdings.  LAC is not notified of duplicate records for Canadian 
serials. Reports may be sent via email to: conser@loc.gov 

C7.4.2 Reports to OCLC 
If the duplicate record is unauthenticated, report it and the corresponding preferred record directly to 
the OCLC Quality Control Section, whose staff will evaluate the report, delete any duplicate records, and 
merge the holdings of the duplicate record to the preferred record.  Do not report duplicate records that 
are authenticated.  

Duplicate records may be reported to OCLC through the WorldCat and Authority Record Quality Control 
Request at https://www.oclc.org/forms/record-quality.en.html. No accompanying documentation is 
necessary.  Participants should submit duplicate reports as frequently as possible.  

C7.5 Deleting records from LC’s record distributed via OCLC 
Connexion 
CONSER members may delete authenticated records if they are able to determine that the 
record was input erroneously.  Report the record to LC for evaluation and deletion when LC has 
holdings.  Send questions about LC serials bibliographic issues and the process of 
deauthenticating a record to conser@loc.gov.   

Once it is clear that the record should be deleted, the duplicate record must be deleted from the 
CONSER database distributed by the Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS). All CONSER records are 
distributed through CDS and duplicates must be deleted through the following steps:  

1. DO NOT remove field 010 (the 010 $a will be needed to issue the “delete” record)
2. Delete field 042
3. Add field 012 $z d
4. Add field 936 "RECORD REPORTED FOR DELETION--USE # ..."
5. Replace the record and delete holdings.
6. Report the record to OCLC for deletion.
7. If the record is being canceled in favor of another CONSER record, record the canceled LCCN in

subfield $z of field 010 in the record that is being retained.

It may be determined that the record is a valid duplicate in OCLC and can remain unauthenticated in 

https://www.oclc.org/forms/record-quality.en.html
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WorldCat.  In that case do not include field 936 "RECORD REPORTED FOR DELETION--USE # ..." nor 
report it for deletion, but complete the following steps: 
 

1. DO NOT remove field 010 (the 010 $a will be needed to issue the “delete” record)  
2. Delete field 042  
3. Add 012 $z d 
4. Replace record and delete holdings.  

 

 

http://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=Ceg936&hash=936&fq=coreresources%7Ctrue
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